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ABSTRACT
Choosing an appropriate representation of the molecular Hamiltonian is one of the challenges faced by simulations of the nonadiabatic quan-
tum dynamics around a conical intersection. The adiabatic, exact quasidiabatic, and strictly diabatic representations are exact and unitary
transforms of each other, whereas the approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonian ignores the residual nonadiabatic couplings in the exact qua-
sidiabatic Hamiltonian. A rigorous numerical comparison of the four different representations is difficult because of the exceptional nature
of systems where the four representations can be defined exactly and the necessity of an exceedingly accurate numerical algorithm that
avoids mixing numerical errors with errors due to the different forms of the Hamiltonian. Using the quadratic Jahn–Teller model and high-
order geometric integrators, we are able to perform this comparison and find that only the rarely employed exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian
yields nearly identical results to the benchmark results of the strictly diabatic Hamiltonian, which is not available in general. In this Jahn–
Teller model and with the same Fourier grid, the commonly employed approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonian led to inaccurate wavepacket
dynamics, while the Hamiltonian in the adiabatic basis was the least accurate, due to the singular nonadiabatic couplings at the conical
intersection.
© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0033410., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Many physical and chemical phenomena proceed via conical
intersections—nuclear geometries where adiabatic potential energy
surfaces of two or more electronic states intersect.1–5 The coni-
cal intersections, which are much more ubiquitous6–9 than pre-
viously believed, are responsible for the failure of the celebrated
Born–Oppenheimer approximation that treats the electronic and
nuclear motions in molecules separately. To correctly describe pro-
cesses involving conical intersections, methods going beyond10–18

the Born–Oppenheimer approximation must be used. Often, it is
necessary to take into account multiple strongly coupled electronic

states,10,19,20 and in the adiabatic basis, one must consider the geo-
metric phase effect—the sign change in adiabatic electronic states
along a closed path encircling a conical intersection.21–32

Simulating the nonadiabatic quantum dynamics at a conical
intersection using the adiabatic Hamiltonian, obtained from the
electronic structure calculations, is problematic due to both the geo-
metric phase effect21,24,27–32 and singular nonadiabatic couplings.20

These are rectified by a unitary transformation into the equiva-
lent exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian. Unlike the adiabatic electronic
states, which are only coupled through the nonadiabatic couplings,
the quasidiabatic states have both the residual, presumably small,
nonadiabatic couplings and the diabatic couplings—the off-diagonal
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elements of the potential energy matrix. However, the exact quasidi-
abatic Hamiltonian is rarely used. Instead, the approximate quasidi-
abatic Hamiltonian, which ignores the residual nonadiabatic cou-
plings, is almost always used due to its simplicity. The separable form
of the approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonian allows using a wider
range of time propagation schemes,33–36 including the well-known
split-operator algorithm,37–39 but ignoring the residual nonadiabatic
couplings decreases the accuracy.40 The strictly diabatic Hamilto-
nian, with only diabatic couplings and no nonadiabatic couplings,
would be the most suitable for the nonadiabatic quantum dynamics
simulation. However, in typical systems, the strictly diabatic states
only exist, in general, when an infinite number of electronic states
are considered.41,42

Advantages and disadvantages of various Hamiltonians have
been explored by numerous comparisons of the nonadiabatic quan-
tum dynamics simulated with different Hamiltonians: To name
a few, there exist comparisons between the strictly diabatic and
approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonians,42–46 between the adiabatic
and approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonians,47–49 between the adi-
abatic and exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonians,50,51 and between the
adiabatic and strictly diabatic Hamiltonians.31,52,53 To the best of our
knowledge, no study has compared all four different Hamiltonians—
the adiabatic, exact quasidiabatic, approximate quasidiabatic, and
strictly diabatic Hamiltonians—on a single system. A rigorous com-
parison is challenging because one must have both an appropri-
ate system, where the different Hamiltonians are defined exactly,
and a highly accurate numerical integrator, which allows separating
numerical errors from the errors due to using different forms of the
Hamiltonian.

The two-dimensional, two-state quadratic E ⊗ e Jahn–Teller
model46,54,55 is perfect for this comparison because analytical expres-
sions exist for potential energy surfaces and nonadiabatic couplings
in both the adiabatic and quasidiabatic representations and because
this model has—exceptionally—a strictly diabatic Hamiltonian.

As for numerical integrators, the split-operator algorithms37–39

are applicable to both the approximate quasidiabatic and strictly
diabatic Hamiltonians because these Hamiltonians are separable,
i.e., they can be expressed as sums of terms depending purely on
either the position or the momentum operator. In contrast, nei-
ther the adiabatic nor exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian is separable
due to the nonvanishing nonadiabatic couplings. Although the split-
operator algorithms cannot be used, the wavepacket can be propa-
gated with the implicit midpoint method.36,56 Both the split-operator
and implicit midpoint methods preserve most geometric properties
of the exact solution (such as norm conservation, stability, and time
reversibility) and, in addition, can be symmetrically composed36,57–59

to obtain integrators of arbitrary even order in the time step.60,61 By
taking advantage of the suitable model and high-order geometric
integrators, we numerically compared the wavepacket and observ-
ables obtained from simulations with the different Hamiltonians:
the adiabatic, exact quasidiabatic, approximate quasidiabatic, and
strictly diabatic Hamiltonians.

II. THEORY
The molecular Hamiltonian can be partitioned as H = TN

+ He(Q), where TN is the nuclear kinetic energy operator and

He(Q) denotes the electronic Hamiltonian, which depends para-
metrically on the D-dimensional vector Q of nuclear coordinates.
Using the adiabatic electronic states |n(Q)⟩, obtained by solving the
time-independent Schrödinger equation,

He(Q)∣n(Q)⟩ = Vn(Q)∣n(Q)⟩, (1)

one can establish an approximate ansatz

∣Ψ(Q, t)⟩ =
S

∑
n=1

ψn(Q, t)∣n(Q)⟩

=
S

∑
n=1
[ψn(Q, t)e−iAn(Q)][eiAn(Q)∣n(Q)⟩] (2)

for the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,

ih̵
∂

∂t
∣Ψ(Q, t)⟩ = H∣Ψ(Q, t)⟩. (3)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), ψn(Q, t), Vn(Q), and eiAn(Q) are the time-
dependent nuclear wavefunction, potential energy surface, and
coordinate-dependent phase factor associated with the nth adiabatic
electronic state. The Born–Huang expansion62 in Eq. (2) is not exact
unless the sum includes an infinite number of terms but can be
very accurate if a finite number S of electronic states are chosen
wisely.10,63,64

One is free to choose an overall phase An(Q) in Eq. (2) because
if |n(Q)⟩ is a normalized solution of Eq. (1), then so is eiAn(Q)∣n(Q)⟩.
Unless An(Q) is carefully chosen, however, the adiabatic states and,
therefore, also the wavepackets undergo a sign change along a closed
path encircling a conical intersection.3,21–32 In Sec. S4 of the supple-
mentary material, we show that neglecting this double-valuedness of
the wavepackets is detrimental to accuracy. Instead, in what follows,
we set phases An(Q) appropriately (see Sec. S1 of the supplemen-
tary material) to ensure the single-valuedness of both the adiabatic
states and the wavepackets. In other words, we include the “geo-
metric phase” in the adiabatic states in order to obtain the best
possible results in the adiabatic representation. From now on, we
absorb the overall phase factors e−iAn(Q) and eiAn(Q) into the nuclear
wavefunctions ψn(Q, t) and adiabatic states |n(Q)⟩.

The time-dependent Schrödinger equation in the adiabatic
representation,

ih̵
d
dt
ψ(t) = Ĥadψ(t), (4)

is obtained by substituting ansatz (2) into Eq. (3) and projecting onto
electronic states ⟨m(Q)| for m ∈ {1, . . ., S}. Note that we have intro-
duced the representation-independent matrix notation: bold font
indicates either an S × S matrix, i.e., an electronic operator, or an
S-dimensional vector, and the hat (ˆ) indicates a nuclear operator.
In particular, (Ĥad)mn = ⟨m∣H∣n⟩ is the adiabatic Hamiltonian, and
ψ(t) denotes the molecular wavepacket in the adiabatic represen-
tation with components ψn(t); henceforth, m, n ∈{1, . . ., S} unless
otherwise stated. The formal solution of Eq. (4) for a given initial
condition ψ(0) is
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ψad(t) ∶= Ûad(t)ψ(0), (5)

where Ûad(t) denotes the exact evolution operator Ûi(t)
∶= exp(−iĤit/h̵), with i = ad. The adiabatic Hamiltonian Ĥad is often
expressed as

Ĥad =
1

2M
[P̂21 − 2ih̵Fad(Q̂) ⋅ P̂ − h̵

2Gad(Q̂)] + Vad(Q̂), (6)

where we have used the matrix notation for the diagonal adiabatic
potential energy matrix [Vad(Q)]mn ∶= Vn(Q)δmn, nonadiabatic
vector couplings [Fad(Q)]mn ∶= ⟨m(Q)∣∇n(Q)⟩, and nonadia-
batic scalar couplings [Gad(Q)]mn ∶= ⟨m(Q)∣∇2n(Q)⟩. The D-
dimensional vector P is the nuclear momentum conjugate to Q, and
the dot (⋅) denotes a dot product in theD-dimensional nuclear vector
space; we use the mass-scaled coordinates for simplicity.

Expressing the nonadiabatic vector couplings as

[Fad(Q)]mn =
⟨m(Q)∣∇He(Q)∣n(Q)⟩

Vn(Q) − Vm(Q)
, m ≠ n, (7)

shows that they are singular at a conical intersection,65 which is a
nuclear geometry Q0, where Vm(Q0) = Vn(Q0) for m ≠ n.11,20,66 This
singularity causes problems for the nonadiabatic dynamics simu-
lations especially for the grid-based methods because an infinitely
dense grid would be required to describe the singularity. The
singularity, however, can be removed by a coordinate-dependent
unitary transformation of Hamiltonian (6) into its quasidiabatic
representation,

Ĥqd-exact = S(Q̂)ĤadS(Q̂)†

=
1

2M
[P̂21 − 2ih̵Fqd(Q̂) ⋅ P̂ − h̵

2Gqd(Q̂)] + Vqd(Q̂), (8)

where Fqd(Q) and Gqd(Q) denote the residual nonadiabatic vector
and scalar couplings, respectively. Different transformation matri-
ces S(Q) are obtained by different quasidiabatization schemes,65

which include the block-diagonalization of the reference Hamilto-
nian matrix,44,67–69 integration of the nonadiabatic couplings,70–74

use of the molecular properties,75–81 and construction of regularized
quasidiabatic states.43,46,82 We have chosen the regularized diaba-
tization scheme because it is simple to implement and because it
removes the conical intersection singularity reliably and efficiently.83

The choice of quasidiabatization affects the magnitude of the resid-
ual couplings and, therefore, their importance for the accuracy of
nonadiabatic simulations.40

The initial state can be propagated with Ĥqd-exact instead of Ĥad
to obtain the solution

ψqd-exact(t) ∶= S(Q̂)
†Ûqd-exact(t)S(Q̂)ψ(0), (9)

which is equivalent to ψad(t). However, it is much more common to
use the simpler approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonian,

Ĥqd-approx =
P̂2

2M
1 + Vqd(Q̂). (10)

This approximation is typically justified only heuristically by refer-
ring to the “small” magnitude of the residual nonadiabatic couplings.
Nevertheless, the solution

ψqd-approx(t) ∶= S(Q̂)
†Ûqd-approx(t)S(Q̂)ψ(0)

≈ ψqd-exact(t) (11)

obtained using Ĥqd-approx is not exact and would still be only approx-
imate even if evaluated numerically exactly.

We have numerically compared the three different solutions,
ψad(t), ψqd-exact(t), and ψqd-approx(t) using the archetypal quadratic
E ⊗ e Jahn–Teller model.46,54 In the model, two electronic states
labeled n = 1 and n = 2 are coupled by doubly degenerate normal
modes Q1 and Q2. We express the potential energy surface in polar
coordinates—the radius ρ(Q) ∶=

√
Q2

1 + Q2
2 and polar angle ϕ(Q)

∶= arctan(Q2/Q1) in the space of the degenerate normal modes.46,54

In addition, we work in natural units (n.u.) by setting k = M = h̵
= 1 n.u., where M is the mass associated with the degenerate normal
modes and h̵ω = h̵

√
k/M = 1 n.u. is the quantum of the vibrational

energy of these modes.54,55

The adiabatic potential energy surfaces are V1(Q) = V+(Q)
and V2(Q) = V−(Q), where V±(Q) ∶= E0(Q) ± Ecpl(Q) depends on
the harmonic potential energy E0(Q) ∶= kρ(Q)2/2 and Jahn–Teller
coupling46,54

Ecpl(Q) ∶= ρ(Q)[c
2
1 + 2c1c2ρ(Q) cos 3ϕ(Q) + c2

2ρ(Q)
2
]

1/2. (12)

The nonadiabatic vector coupling is46,54

Fad(Q) = −i
⎛

⎝

∇α(Q) e2iα(Q)
∇θ(Q)

e−2iα(Q)
∇θ(Q) −∇α(Q)

⎞

⎠
, (13)

with α(Q) ∶= ϕ(Q)/2 and

θ(Q) ∶=
1
2

arctan
c1ρ(Q) sinϕ(Q) − c2ρ(Q)2 sin 2ϕ(Q)
c1ρ(Q) cosϕ(Q) + c2ρ(Q)2 cos 2ϕ(Q)

. (14)

In our study, the coupling coefficients were c1 = 1 n.u. and c2 = 0.25
n.u. Unlike the potential energy Vad(Q), the nonadiabatic couplings
Fad(Q) and Gad(Q) are affected by overall phases of the adiabatic
states. One of the most standard choices46,54 of An(Q) results in
zero diagonal elements of Fad(Q) and double-valued adiabatic states
(see Sec. S1 of the supplementary material); instead, we have cho-
sen the phases An(Q) so that the adiabatic states are single-valued
and Fad(Q) contains nonzero diagonal elements [see Eq. (13)]. The
relationship

Gad(Q) = ∇ ⋅ Fad(Q) + Fad(Q)
2 (15)

holds exceptionally in the Jahn–Teller model and other systems in
which a finite number of states represent the system exactly in both
the adiabatic and diabatic representations. Relationship (15) allows
us to re-express Hamiltonian (6) in a simpler form,
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Ĥad =
1

2M
[P̂1 − ih̵Fad(Q̂)]

2 + Vad(Q̂), (16)

which would generally only hold for S→∞.
The exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian

Ĥqd-exact = S(Q̂)ĤadS(Q̂)†

=
1

2M
[P̂1 − ih̵Fqd(Q̂)]

2 + Vqd(Q̂) (17)

is obtained from Hamiltonian (16) using the adiabatic to quasidia-
batic transformation matrix,43,46,82

S(Q) =
1
√

2
(
e−2iα(Q) 1

1 −e2iα(Q)). (18)

In Eq. (17), the (no longer diagonal) quasidiabatic potential energy
matrix is

Vqd(Q) = S(Q)Vad(Q)S(Q)†

=
⎛

⎝

E0(Q) Ecpl(Q)e−2iα(Q)

Ecpl(Q)e2iα(Q) E0(Q)

⎞

⎠
, (19)

and the residual nonadiabatic coupling is42

Fqd(Q) = S(Q)Fad(Q)S(Q)† + S(Q)∇S(Q)†

= −i∇θ−(Q)(
1 0

0 −1
), (20)

where θ±(Q) ∶= θ(Q) ± α(Q) [θ+(Q) will be used below].
In realistic systems, Eqs. (15) and (16) would only hold if

an infinite number of electronic states were considered. Likewise,
the strictly diabatic Hamiltonian does not, in general, exist unless
S→∞.41,42 Yet, due to its exceptional form, the Jahn–Teller Hamil-
tonian can be strictly diabatized46 into a separable Hamiltonian

Ĥdiab =
P̂2

2M
1 + Vdiab(Q̂), (21)

obtained by replacing the transformation matrix S(Q) in Eq. (18)
with

T(Q) =
1
√

2

⎛

⎝

e−iθ+(Q) e−iθ−(Q)

eiθ−(Q) −eiθ+(Q)
⎞

⎠
. (22)

The diabatic potential energy matrix is

Vdiab(Q) = T(Q)Vad(Q)T(Q)† =
⎛

⎝

E0(Q) Ecpl(Q)e−2iθ(Q)

Ecpl(Q)e2iθ(Q) E0(Q)

⎞

⎠
.

(23)

Potential energy surfaces Vad(Q), Vqd(Q), and Vdiab(Q) in the vicin-
ity of the conical intersection Q = 0 are visualized in Fig. 1. The
strictly diabatic states are only coupled by the off-diagonal elements
in Vdiab(Q) because the residual nonadiabatic couplings vanish:

FIG. 1. Potential energy surfaces in the E ⊗ e Jahn–Teller model around the
conical intersection Q = 0. (a) Adiabatic potential energy surfaces V1(Q) = V+(Q)
(red) and V2(Q) = V−(Q) (blue); the two elements of the diagonal matrix Vad(Q)
touch each other at the conical intersection. (b) Diagonal elements [Vqd(Q)]11
= [Vqd(Q)]22 = [Vdiab(Q)]11 = [Vdiab(Q)]22 = E0(Q) of the quasidia-
batic and strictly diabatic potential energy matrices are shown together because
they are all equal. Off-diagonal couplings of (c) the quasidiabatic [Vqd(Q)] and
(d) strictly diabatic [Vdiab(Q)] potential energy matrix; the real part Re[Vi(Q)]12
= Re[Vi(Q)]21 is in red, and the imaginary part Im[Vi(Q)]12 = −Im[Vi(Q)]21
is in blue for i ∈{qd, diab}.

Fdiab(Q) = T(Q)Fad(Q)T(Q)† + T(Q)∇T(Q)† = 0. (24)

Like Fad(Q) and Gad(Q), the transformation matrices S(Q) and T(Q)
in Eqs. (18) and (22) change according to overall phases of the
adiabatic states (see Sec. S1 of the supplementary material).

We simulated the quantum dynamics following a transition
from the ground vibrational eigenstate of the electronic state of A
symmetry, VA(Q) = −Egap + E0(Q), to the doubly degenerate states
of the Jahn–Teller model by choosing the initial state as46
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ψ̃(0) =
e−ρ(Q)

2/2h̵
√

2πh̵
(
1
1), (25)

where ψ̃(t) = T(Q̂)ψ(t) denotes the wavepacket in the strictly dia-
batic representation. To obtain the initial wavepacket, we assumed
an impulsive excitation, i.e., the validity of the time-dependent per-
turbation theory and Condon approximation during the excitation.

Among various time propagation schemes,33–36 we chose the
geometric integrators36,38,56 because they preserve exactly geomet-
ric properties of the exact evolution. Second-order split-operator
algorithms,37–39 including the TVT algorithm (see Ref. 61 for our
nomenclature of the split-operator algorithms), preserve the lin-
earity, norm, inner-product, symplecticity, stability, symmetry, and
time reversibility of the exact solution.36,38,56 The implicit midpoint
method, as well as the closely related trapezoidal rule (or Crank–
Nicolson) method–84,85 conserves, in addition, the energy. Both the
split-operator and implicit midpoint methods can be symmetrically
composed using various recursive or direct schemes36,57–59 to obtain
integrators of arbitrary even orders of accuracy;60,61 these compo-
sitions conserve all the geometric properties that are conserved by
the elementary methods (see Refs. 60 and 61 and Sec. S2 of the
supplementary material). The composed36,57,58 TVT split-operator
algorithm was used to propagate the wavepacket with the separable
Hamiltonians (Ĥdiab and Ĥqd-approx), whereas the composed implicit
midpoint method36,56 was employed for propagations with the non-
separable Hamiltonians (Ĥad and Ĥqd-exact). Both integrators were
composed using the optimal59 eighth-order scheme, which, when
combined with a small time step of Δt = 1/(40ω) = 0.025 n.u., led
to time discretization errors negligible to the errors due to the use of
different forms of the Hamiltonian (see Sec. S3 of the supplementary
material).

On a grid of infinite range and density, nonadiabatic quan-
tum dynamics simulated using Ĥdiab, Ĥad, and Ĥqd-exact would be
identical. Therefore, the comparison of these Hamiltonians is only
meaningful for a specific finite grid; we used a uniform grid of
64 × 64 points defined between Ql = −10 n.u. and Ql = 10 n.u.
for l ∈ {1, 2}. In addition, the favorable form of the strictly dia-
batic Hamiltonian allowed us to obtain the exact reference solution
ψ̃ref(t) ∶= Ûdiab(t)ψ̃(0) that is fully converged in both space and
time: to ensure the grid convergence of the reference wavepacket,
we used a grid of 128 × 128 points defined between Ql = −10

√
2

n.u. and Ql = 10
√

2 n.u. for l ∈ {1, 2}. In Sec. S3 of the supplementary
material, we show that both the spatial and time discretization errors
of ψ̃ref(t) are negligible (<10−10). In contrast, even on an infinite
grid, the wavepacket ψ̃qd-approx(t) would still not be exact because
the residual nonadiabatic couplings are ignored. Section S3 of the
supplementary material shows that even on a grid of 64 × 64 points,
the spatial discretization errors are only minor contributors to the
total errors of ψ̃qd-approx(t).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We compared the nonadiabatic quantum dynamics simulated

using the adiabatic (Ĥad), exact quasidiabatic (Ĥqd-exact), and approx-
imate quasidiabatic (Ĥqd-approx) Hamiltonians (see Sec. S4 of the
supplementary material for the results obtained in the adiabatic rep-
resentation without including the geometric phase). The reference

quantum dynamics simulated using the strictly diabatic Hamilto-
nian Ĥdiab was left out of the comparison and was only used as the
benchmark because Ĥdiab only exists, in general, when S→∞. Before
comparing the wavepackets themselves, we first present a compari-
son of three computed observables: the power spectrum obtained
by Fourier transforming the autocorrelation function ⟨ψ̃(0)∣ψ̃(t)⟩
(Fig. 2), population P1(t) of the first (n = 1) adiabatic electronic state
(Fig. 3), and position ⟨ρ(t)⟩ (Fig. 4). The validity of this compari-
son is justified because the time discretization errors of the presented
observables and the time and spatial discretization errors of the ref-
erence observables are negligible (see Sec. S3 of the supplementary
material).

Panels (a) of Figs. 2–4 show that none of these observables
is obtained accurately with the adiabatic Hamiltonian Ĥad even if
the geometric phase is included: The positions and intensities of
the peaks in the power spectrum are inaccurate, while the popula-
tion P1,ad(t) and position ⟨ρ(t)⟩ad deviate very rapidly from their
benchmark values. In contrast, all three presented observables are
computed extremely accurately if the wavepacket is propagated with
the exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian [see panels (b) of Figs. 2–4].
There is no visible difference between the observables obtained using
Ĥqd-exact and the benchmark observables obtained using Ĥdiab.

Figure 2(c) shows that the spectrum obtained by Fourier trans-
forming ⟨ψ̃(0)∣ψ̃qd-approx(t)⟩ is very similar to the benchmark spec-
trum; the differences are only clearly visible in the zoomed-in ver-
sion [see the inset of Fig. 2(c)]. For applications that do not require
extremely precise peak positions and intensities, even the spectrum
obtained using Ĥqd-approx would suffice. In contrast, in panels (c)
of Figs. 3 and 4, we see that both the population and the position

FIG. 2. Power spectrum computed by Fourier transforming the autocorrelation
function ⟨ψ̃(0)∣ψ̃i(t)⟩ of the wavepacket propagated with the (a) adiabatic
(i = ad), (b) exact quasidiabatic (i = qd-exact), or (c) approximate quasidiabatic
(i = qd-approx) Hamiltonian is compared with the benchmark spectrum (i = ref). To
emulate the broadening of the peaks, the autocorrelation function was multiplied
by the damping function f (t) = exp[−(t/tdamp)2], with tdamp = 80 n.u., before
the Fourier transformation. Zoomed-in versions of the spectra are presented in the
insets.
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of the population P1,i(t) ∶= ⟨ψi(t)∣P1∣ψi(t)⟩ of the
first (n = 1) adiabatic electronic state obtained from the wavepacket propagated
with the (a) adiabatic (i = ad), (b) exact quasidiabatic (i = qd-exact), or (c) approx-
imate quasidiabatic (i = qd-approx) Hamiltonian is compared with the benchmark
population P1,ref(t); Pn = |n⟩⟨n| is the population operator of the nth state. The
exact norm conservation by the employed geometric integrators (see Sec. S2 of
the supplementary material) implies that the population of the second electronic
state is P2,i(t) = 1−P1,i(t) for i ∈ {ref, ad, qd-exact, qd-approx}. Line labels are
the same as in Fig. 2.

obtained with the approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonian become
inaccurate already after t ≈ 50 n.u. For t > 50 n.u., the population and
position are described accurately only in simulations using either the
exact quasidiabatic or strictly diabatic Hamiltonian. Among these
Hamiltonians, however, only the exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian
exists, in general, unless S→∞.41,42

Some observables may be accurate, even if they are com-
puted from a poor wavepacket. In contrast, an accurate wavepacket

FIG. 4. Time dependence of the position ⟨ρ(t)⟩i ∶= [∑2
l=1⟨ψ̃i(t)∣Q̂l∣ψ̃i(t)⟩2]1/2

obtained from the wavepacket propagated with the (a) adiabatic (i = ad), (b)
exact quasidiabatic (i = qd-exact), or (c) approximate quasidiabatic (i = qd-approx)
Hamiltonian is compared with the benchmark position ⟨ρ(t)⟩ref. Line labels are the
same as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Accuracy of the nonadiabatic quantum dynamics simulation demonstrated
by comparing the wavepackets ψ̃i(tf) at the final time of t = tf propagated with
the (a) adiabatic (i = ad), (b) exact quasidiabatic (i = qd-exact), (c) approximate
quasidiabatic (i = qd-approx), or (d) strictly diabatic (i = ref) Hamiltonian. The refer-
ence wavepacket ψ̃ref(t) serves as the benchmark. We only show Re[ψ̃2,i(tf)],
i.e., the real part of the nuclear wavepacket in the second (n = 2) electronic state
of the strictly diabatic representation.

ensures the accuracy of every observable computed from it. For a
more stringent comparison between the different Hamiltonians, in
Fig. 5, we, therefore, display the wavepackets ψ̃(tf) at the final time.
Whereas ψ̃qd-exact(t) resembles the exact wavepacket ψ̃ref(t) closely
and ψ̃qd-approx(t) has a similar overall shape but differs in the nodal
structure and other details, ψ̃ad(t) is completely different.

For a more quantitative comparison, we measure the
error of the wavepacket ψ̃(t) using quantum fidelity86 F(t)
∶= ∣⟨ψ̃ref(t)∣ψ̃(t)⟩∣

2 and distance D(t) ∶= ∥ψ̃(t) − ψ̃ref(t)∥ between
ψ̃(t) and ψ̃ref(t), where ∥ ⋅ ∥ ∶= ⟨⋅|⋅⟩1/2 denotes the norm. The quan-
titative comparison, shown in Fig. 6, confirms that the quantum
dynamics simulated using the exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian is

FIG. 6. Time dependence of the accuracy of the wavepackets propagated with
different forms of the molecular Hamiltonian. The difference between ψ̃i(t) and
the benchmark wavepacket ψ̃ref(t) is measured either with the quantum fidelity86

Fi(t) = ∣⟨ψ̃ref(t)∣ψ̃i(t)⟩∣2 (top panel) or distance Di(t) = ∥ψ̃i(t) − ψ̃ref(t)∥
(bottom panel). Fidelity and distance were computed every hundredth time step.
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the most accurate: Quantum fidelity Fqd-exact(t) remains close to
its maximal value of Fmax = 1 until the final time. Likewise, the
distance Dqd-exact(tf) at the final time is small (although nonzero).
Because Fqd-exact(t) stays close to its maximal value, the nonzero dis-
tance between ψ̃qd-exact(t) and ψ̃ref(t)"] is likely to be mostly due
to an overall phase difference, which does not affect the local-in-
time observables, such as population or position, computed from
the wavepackets [as shown in panels (b) of Figs. 3 and 4]. Even
the approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonian leads to a more accu-
rate simulation of the quantum dynamics in the vicinity of a conical
intersection than the adiabatic Hamiltonian, which has the numer-
ically problematic singularity of Fad(Q) at Q = 0.42 The rapid initial
decrease in Fad(t) and increase in Dad(t) show that the wavepacket
dynamics simulated using Ĥad deviates quickly from the benchmark
solution. The decay of fidelity and increase in the distance are much
more gradual in the simulations with the approximate quasidiabatic
Hamiltonian, although both rates of change are still much faster than
the rates in the exact quasidiabatic simulation.

IV. CONCLUSION
We rigorously compared the suitability of different forms of the

molecular Hamiltonian for simulating the nonadiabatic quantum
dynamics in the vicinity of a conical intersection. This comparison
was possible by taking advantage of the high-order geometric inte-
grators and exceptional existence of the strictly diabatic Hamiltonian
for the E⊗ e Jahn–Teller model. The errors due to using the different
forms of the molecular Hamiltonian were measured by comparing
the fully converged exact reference simulation with simulations per-
formed on a slightly sparser grid using the adiabatic, exact quasidi-
abatic, or approximate quasidiabatic Hamiltonian. We found that
the nonadiabatic quantum dynamics simulated using the exact qua-
sidiabatic Hamiltonian is nearly identical to the reference simulation
obtained using the strictly diabatic Hamiltonian. The regularized
diabatization scheme43,46,82 was used for its simplicity, but the exact
quasidiabatic Hamiltonian obtained through other schemes should
lead to very similar and accurate results, as long as the quasidiabati-
zation removes the conical intersection singularity, because Hamil-
tonian (8) is exact regardless of the quasidiabatization scheme. In
contrast, the accuracy of the simulation with the approximate qua-
sidiabatic Hamiltonian depends on the size of the neglected resid-
ual nonadiabatic couplings and, therefore, on the quasidiabatization
scheme.40

To return to the question posed in the title, the approximate
quasidiabatic Hamiltonian is appropriate if a quick solution of only
moderate accuracy is required because the simple separable form
of this Hamiltonian allows using more efficient time-propagation
algorithms. The accuracy can be further improved by employing
more sophisticated quasidiabatization schemes, which reduce the
size of the neglected residual couplings. The adiabatic Hamiltonian,
although exact, is not suitable for simulating quantum dynamics at a
conical intersection because of the singularity of the nonadiabatic
couplings there; large errors appeared since this singularity could
not be described well on a finite grid. Although it was not the sub-
ject of this study, the adiabatic Hamiltonian is suitable for describ-
ing quantum dynamics of a high-dimensional wavepacket moving
around (i.e., not exactly through) a conical intersection, especially

in on-the-fly ab initio trajectory-based simulations, in which the
adiabatic Hamiltonian is obtained directly from electronic struc-
ture calculations, because a finite number of trajectories propagated
in such simulations are unlikely to pass directly through the coni-
cal intersection.48,87–90 Yet, our results clearly show that the rarely
used exact quasidiabatic Hamiltonian is the most suitable form of
the molecular Hamiltonian for simulating nonadiabatic quantum
dynamics directly at a conical intersection with high accuracy. Due
to the inclusion of residual nonadiabatic couplings in the Hamilto-
nian, one may use any, even the simplest quasidiabatization scheme
that removes the conical intersection singularity.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the geometric phase effect
in the E ⊗ e Jahn–Teller model, preservation of the geometric prop-
erties by the employed time propagation schemes, the time and
spatial discretization errors of the wavepacket and presented observ-
ables, and the nonadiabatic dynamics simulated without including
the geometric phase.
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